In Description Logics (DLs), concept similarity measure aims at identifying a degree of commonality of two given concepts and is often regarded as a generalization of the classical reasoning problem of equivalence. That is, any two concepts are equivalent if and only if their similarity degree is one. When two concepts are not equivalent, the level of similarity varies depending not only on the objective factors (e.g. the structure of concept descriptions) but also on the subjective factors (i.e. the agent's preferences). Realistic ontologies are generally complex. Methodologies for tuning a measure to conform with the agent's preferences should be practical, i.e. it is doable in practice. In this work, we investigate and formalize the task of tuning the preference functions based on the information defined in a TBox and an ABox. We also show how the proposed approaches can be reconciled with the measure sim π , i.e. a concept similarity measure under preference profile for DL ELH . Finally, the paper relates the approach to others and discusses future direction.
INTRODUCTION
Most Description Logics (DLs) are decidable fragments of first-order logic (FOL) (Baader et al., 2010) with clearly defined computational properties. DLs are the logical underpinnings of the DL flavor of OWL and OWL 2. The advantage of this close connection is that the extensive DLs literature and implementation experiences can be directly exploited by OWL tools. More specifically, DLs provide unambiguous semantics to the modeling constructs available in the DL flavor of OWL and OWL 2. These semantics make it possible to formalize and design algorithms for a number of reasoning services, which enable the development of ontology applications to become prominent. For instance, ontology classification (or ontology alignment) organizes concepts in an ontology into a subsumption hierarchy and assists in detecting potential errors of a modeling ontology. Though this subsumption hierarchy inevitably benefits ontology modeling, it merely gives two-valued responses, i.e. inferring a concept is subsumed by another concept or not. However, certain pairs of concepts may share commonality even though they are not subsumed. As a consequence, a considerable amount of research effort has been devoted on measuring similarity of two given concepts, i.e. a problem of concept similarity measure in DLs.
Basically, a concept similarity measure (CSM) is a function mapping from a concept pair to a unit interval (i.e. 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 for any real number x). The higher the value is mapped to, the more likely similarity of them may hold. Intuitively, the value 0 can be interpreted as total dissimilarity whereas the value 1 can be interpreted as total similarity or equivalence. Hence, one may regard concept similarity measure as a generalization of the classical reasoning problem of equivalence. Its idealistic objective is to imitate similarity identification performed by a human expert. It plays a major role in the discovery of similar concepts in an ontology. For example, it is employed in bio-medical ontology-based applications to discover functional similarities of gene (Ashburner et al., 2000) , it is often used by ontology alignment algorithms (Euzenat and Valtchev, 2004) . There is currently a significant number of measures in DLs. Prominent examples are (Janowicz and Wilkes, 2009; Racharak and Suntisrivaraporn, 2015; D'Amato et al., 2006; Fanizzi and D'Amato, 2006; D'Amato et al., 2009; D'Amato et al., 2008; Racharak et al., 2016b) . However, these measures are devised based on objective factors (a notable exception is where a concept similarity measure under an agent's preferences is discussed.). For example, they use the structure (or interpretations) of concept descriptions in question to measure. When these mea-The example shows that preferences of an agent play a decisive role in the choice of alternatives. In essence, when the choices of an answer are not totally similar to a concept in question, a measure may need to be tuned by subjective factors, e.g. an agent's preferences. A set of preferential aspects is identified in called preference profile and is extended toward called sim π . However, realistic ontologies are complex -consisting in plenty of concept names and role names. Tuning a measure to conform with the agent's preferences should be practical, i.e. it is doable in practice. Hence, our primary motivation of this work is a deeper understanding of how preference profile is configured. In this work, we investigate and formalize the task of configuring the preference functions based on the information defined in a TBox and an ABox (cf. Section 3). This work is an extension of : with respect to its predecessor, it shows how the proposed approaches can be reconciled with the measure sim π , i.e. a concept similarity measure under preference profile for DL ELH (cf. Section 4). Preliminaries is briefly reviewed in Section 2. Finally, the paper relates the approach to others (cf. Section 5 and Section 6) and discusses future direction (cf. Section 7).
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we review the basics of Description Logic ELH (cf. Subsection 2.1), which provides the logical underpinning for OWL 2 EL (Group, 2012; Grau et al., 2008) and our developed measure sim π (originally introduced in ) is based. After that, we briefly explain the notion of preference profile in Subsection 2.2.
Description Logic ELH
We assume countably infinite sets CN of concept names, RN of role names, and IN of individual names that are fixed and disjoint. The set of concept descriptions, or simply concepts, for a specific DL L is denoted by Con(L). The set Con(ELH ) of all ELH concepts can be inductively defined by the following grammar:
where denotes the top concept, A ∈ CN, r ∈ RN, and C, D ∈ Con(ELH ). Conventionally, concept names are denoted by A and B, concept descriptions are denoted by C and D, and role names are denoted by r and s, all possibly with subscripts.
A terminology or TBox T is a finite set of (possibly primitive) concept definitions and role hierarchy axioms, whose syntax is an expression of the form . We also denote a set of all r's super roles by R r = {s ∈ RN|r = s or r i r i+1 ∈ T where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, r 1 = r, r n = s}.
An assertion or ABox A is a finite set of concept assertions and role assertions whose syntax is an ex- respectively. An ontology O consists of a TBox T and an ABox A, i.e. O = T , A . However, some existing ontologies may omit an ABox A in practice.
An interpretation I is a pair I = ∆ I , · I where ∆ I , is a non-empty set representing the domain of the interpretation and · I is an interpretation function which assigns to every concept name A a set A I ⊆ ∆ I , and to every role name r a binary relation r I ⊆ ∆ I × ∆ I . The interpretation function · I is inductively extended to ELH concepts in the usual manner:
An interpretation I is said to be a model of a TBox T (in symbols, I |= T ) if it satisfies all axioms in T . I satisfies axioms A C, A ≡ C, and r s, respectively, if A I ⊆ C I , A I = C I , and r I ⊆ s I . Also, an interpretation I is said to be a model of an ABox A (in symbols, I |= A) if it satisfies all axioms in A. I satisfies axioms C(a) and r(a, b) if a I ∈ C I and (a, b) ∈ r I , respectively. Furthermore, an interpretation I is said to be a model of an ontology O if it satisfies all axioms in T and A. An interpretation I A is called the canonical interpretation if:
1. ∆ I A of I A consists of all individual names in A; 2. ∀A ∈ CN, we define A I A = {x | A(x) ∈ A}; and 3. ∀r ∈ RN, we define r I A = {(x, y) | r(x, y) ∈ A}. That is, the canonical interpretation I A is the interpretation which takes the set of ABox as the interpretation domain.
The main inference problem for ELH is the subsumption problem. That is, given C, D ∈ Con(ELH ) 
more generalization of the concept equivalence is a concept similarity measure under preference profile (cf. Definition 2.3), which is originally introduced in .
Preference Profile
We first introduced preference profile (denoted by π) in as a collection of preferential elements in which the development of concept similarity measure should consider. Its first intuition is to model different forms of preferences (of an agent) based on concept names and role names. Measures adopted this notion are flexible to be tuned by an agent and can determine the similarity conformable to that agent's perception. We give a formal definition of each preferential aspect in the following definition.
Definition 2.1 (Preference Profile ). Let CN pri (T ), RN pri (T ), and RN(T ) be a set of primitive concept names occurring in T , a set of primitive role names occurring in T , and a set of role names occurring in T , respectively. A preference profile, in symbol π, is a quintuple i c , i r , s c , s r , d 1 where
is called primitive roles similarity; and
We discuss the interpretation of each above function in order. Firstly, for any A ∈ CN pri (T ), i c (A) = 1 captures an expression of normal importance on A, i c (A) > 1 (i c (A) < 1) indicates that A has higher (and lower, respectively) importance, and i c (A) = 0 indicates that A has no importance to the agent. Secondly, we define the interpretation of i r in the similar fashion as i c for any r ∈ RN(T ). Thirdly, for any a, b ∈ CN pri (T ), s c (A, B) = 1 captures an expression of total similarity between A and B and s c (A, B) = 0 captures an expression of total dissimilarity between A and B. Fourthly, the interpretation of s r is defined in the similar fashion as s c for any r, s ∈ RN pri (T ). Lastly, for any r ∈ RN(T ), d(r) = 1 captures an expression of total importance on a role (over a corresponding nested concept) and d(r) = 0 captures an expression of total importance on a nested concept (over a corresponding role). ). The default preference profile, in symbol π 0 , is the quintuple
Definition 2.2 (Default Preference Profile
Let us also note that the value of d 0 determines how important the existential information should be considered by a measure in the default manner (see the interpretation of d). This information is indeed dependent on an application domain and might be redefined. For instance, if d 0 is defined as 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, then ∃part.Heart π ∼ T part.Colon yields 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, respectively. 2 In the following, we give the formal definition of concept similarity measure under preference profile.
Definition 2.3 ( ). Given a preference profile π, two concepts C, D ∈ Con(L), and a TBox T , a concept similarity measure under preference profile w.r.t. a TBox T is a func-
Taking π = π 0 for a concept similarity measure under preference profile, i.e. π 0 ∼ T , obtains an objective similarity degree. We prove this in Theorem 3.1 of .
STRATEGIES OF TUNING π

Tuning i c
This subsection exhibits a strategy for tuning primitive concept importance i c in practice. Realistic ontologies are generally complex -consisting in plenty of concept names. Hence, having some strategies of tuning is useful since it helps to pave the way for a more convenient use of preference profile.
As a starting point, we seek to observe characteristics of realistic ontologies whose TBox is unfoldable 3 , e.g. a popular medical ontology SNOMED, denoted by O med , (Stearns et al., 2001) . Figure 1 gives an example of concept definitions in O med and Figure 2 shows the concept hierarchy w.r.t. O med .
2 These numbers is obtained from an application of sim π . Its precise definition is given in Section 4. 3 According to this investigation, we assume an ontology O has an unfoldable TBox T in this work.
Pericardium
Tissue ∃part.Heart Endocardium Tissue ∃part.Heart Appendicitis ≡ Inflammation ∃loc.Appendix Pericarditis ≡ Inflammation ∃loc.Pericardium Endocarditis ≡ Inflammation ∃loc.Endocardium Inflammation Disease HeartDisease ≡ Disease ∃loc.∃part.Heart According to the above figures, it is intuitive to express primitive concept importance through the concept hierarchy. For instance, an agent may say my concept importance goes through Disease; or my concept importance goes through HeartDisease. Informally investigating, let CN pri (O med ) be a set of primitive concept names occurring in O med . Since
, the former case is simple, e.g. an agent may mean i c (Disease) = 1.2. The latter case is a bit complicated since HeartDisease ∈ CN pri (O med ). However, the agent's intention may mean i c (Disease) = 1.2 and i c (Heart) = 1.2. This informal investigation shapes the development as follows:
and CN def (T )) be a set of concept names (primitive concept names and defined concept names, respectively) occurring in T . Then, a propagation for primitive concept importance is a partial function I c : CN → [0, 2], where CN ⊆ CN(T ) ∪ { }, such that a mapping n of I c on X (i.e. I c (X) = n) is defined inductively as follows: 4 .
where RHS(X) is a set of concept names appearing on the right-hand side of X.
Its interpretation is defined in a usual way. That is, for any A ∈ CN(T ), I c (A) = 1 captures an expression of normal importance on A, I c (A) > 1 (and I c (A) < 1) indicates that A has higher (and lower, respectively) importance, I c (A) = 0 indicates that A has no importance to the agent. For the special case, I c ( ) = n indicates that every primitive concept name occurring on T is of equal importance at n.
Example 3.1. From Figure 1 , suppose that an agent A is using a concept similarity measure under preference profile for querying some names that expose the similar characteristics to HeartDisease. Thus, the agent can express a preference I c (HeartDisease) = 1.2 instead of individually specifying i c (Disease) = 1.2 and i c (Heart) = 1.2.
There are a few concerns that we should take into account, i.e. (1) inconsistent preferences of concepts occurring on the same branch of the concept hierarchy; (2) inconsistent preferences of defined concepts occurring on different branches of the concept hierarchy; and (3) expressing preferences when a TBox T contains equivalent defined concepts.
Let us take a look on our first concern through the following preference expression: my concept importance goes through Disease, especially HeartDisease.
In this example, we may take I c (Disease) = 1.2 and I c (HeartDisease) = 1.3. Here, Disease is redefined on i c twice. This kind of scenarios is possible to happen because we are extending the aspect of primitive concept importance toward both types of concept names. There are many ways to handle this with the use of operators ⊕ :
Definition 3.2. Let A ∈ CN pri (T ) be a set of primitive concept names occurring in T and
Also, let i c (A) = x 0 be the previous mapping on A. We compute a new mapping i c (A) = x 1 as follows:
The notion of the operator remains abstract here as its concrete operators may vary on the context of use. In the following, we establish some of the abstract notion ⊕, i.e. ⊕ max , ⊕ first , and ⊕ last . Let two real numbers
Example 3.2. From Figure 1 , an agent might say My interest is Disease except HeartDisease. That is, we may take I c (Disease) = 1.2 (i.e. i c (Disease) = 1.2) and I c (HeartDisease) = 0 (i.e. i c (Disease) = 1.2 ⊕ 0 and i c (Heart) = 0). Taking ⊕ as ⊕ max yields i c (Disease) = 1.2 and i c (Heart) = 0. It also yields the same results by taking ⊕ as ⊕ first .
Example 3.3. From Figure 1 , an agent might say My concern is nothing except HeartDisease. That is, we may take I c ( ) = 0 (i.e. i c (Disease) = 0, i c (Tissue) = 0, and i c (Heart) = 0) and I c (HeartDisease) = 1 (i.e. i c (Disease) = 0 ⊕ 1 and i c (Heart) = 0 ⊕ 1). Taking ⊕ as ⊕ max yields i c (Disease) = 1, i c (Tissue) = 0, and i c (Heart) = 1. It also yields the same results by taking ⊕ as ⊕ last . Now, we discuss our second concern on the application of I c . Let us consider the following preference expression of an agent: I c (Pericarditis) = 1.2 and I c (Endocarditis) = 1.6. One may notice that both use the primitive concept name Disease in common. Now, a natural question to ask is how a concept importance value should be propagated since a propagation may cause an inconsistency of preference values for a primitive concept name, such as Disease in this example. This requires further work to study. However, one simple way for handling this problem is to prevent a mapping leading to this situation. Instead, an agent has to tune primitive concept names via the primitive concept importance i c individually.
Lastly, we contemplate our third concern. That is, what happens if a defined concept name C 1 is defined on I c and there exists another defined concept name C 2 such that C 1 ≡ T C 2 ? A natural way for handling this problem is to treat C 2 in the same way as C 1 (because they are equivalent). In particular,
. Nevertheless, this also requires further work to explore other possibilities for coping with this problem and investigate desired properties the notion π ∼ T should hold when it is used with I c .
Tuning i r
Let us remind that i r is a function which maps a role name r ∈ RN to a value x ∈ [0, 2]. Its primary motivation is to define a user-identified importance value for an individual role name. A distinguished characteristic of i r to i c is that, not only restricted to primitive ones, ones may also define an importance on defined role names. We bear this understanding on the development of a strategy to tune i r as follows.
Our primary motivation of providing a strategy to help tuning i r is similar to that one of i c . That is, realistic ontologies are complex -consisting in plenty of role names. An intuitive way to simplify the task of tuning i r is to proceed on a more general role name.
We note that, suppose r s ∈ T , a role s is said to be more general than a role r. This intuition shapes our development as follows:
Definition 3.3. Let RN(T ) be a set of role names occurring in T . Then, a propagation for role importance is a partial function I r : RN → [0, 2], where RN ⊆ RN(T ), such that a mapping n of I r on X (i.e. I r (X) = n) is inductively defined as follows: 5 . 1. ∀X ∈ RN(T ): (X X ∈ T ⇒ i r (X) = n and I r (X ) = n); and 2. ∀X ∈ RN(T ): (X X ∈ T ⇒ i r (X) = n).
There are a few concerns that we should take into account, i.e. (1) inconsistent preferences of roles occurring on the same branch of the role hierarchy; and (2) expressing preferences when a TBox T contains equivalent role names. We discuss these in order.
Let us take a look on our first concern through the following preference expression (according to an ontology given in Example 1.1): my role importance goes through canMoveWithLegs, especially canWalk. Suppose we take I c (canMoveWithLegs) = 1.2 and I c (canWalk) = 1.3. Here, canWalk is redefined on i r twice. Similar to I c , we handle this problem with the use of operators ⊕ :
Definition 3.4. Let r ∈ RN(T ) be a set of role names occurring in T and x 0 , x 1 ∈ [0, 2]. Also, let i r (r) = x 0 be the previous mapping on r. We compute a new mapping i r (r) = x 1 as follows:
The operator remains abstract here as its concrete operators may vary on the context of use and may be defined in the same sense as I c (e.g. Equation 2 to 4). For example, an agent may prefer to take the last mapping when that agent says exceptional cases (e.g. r except s where r ∈ R s ) in order to suppress the previously propagated value. Also, an agent may prefer to take the last mapping when that agent would like to emphasize some special circumstances (e.g. r especially s where r ∈ R s ) in order to suppress the previously propagated value.
Example 3.4. From Example 1.1, an agent might say My interest is canMoveWithLegs except canWalk. That is, we may take I r (canMoveWithLegs) = 1.2 (i.e. i r (canMoveWithLegs) = 1.2 and i r (canWalk) = 1.2) and I r (canWalk) = 0 (i.e. i r (canWalk) = 1.2 ⊕ 5 Later, we discuss some restrictions the readers should take into account when the notion I r is employed.
2). Using ⊕ first for ⊕ yields i r (canMoveWithLegs) = 1.2 and i r (canWalk) = 0.
Example 3.5. From Example 1.1, an agent might say My interest is canMoveWithLegs, especially canWalk. Let us take I c (canMoveWithLegs) = 1.2 (i.e. i r (canMoveWithLegs) = 1.2 and i r (canWalk) = 1.2) and I c (canWalk) = 1.3 (i.e. i r (canWalk) = 1.2 ⊕ 1.3). Using ⊕ last for ⊕ yields i r (canMoveWithLegs) = 1.2 and i r (canWalk) = 1.3.
Lastly, we discuss the second concern. That is, what happens if a defined role name r 1 is defined on I r and there exists another defined role name r 2 such that r 1 T r 2 and r 2 T r 1 ? Similar to our basic handling of this case in I c , we recommend to treat r 2 in the same way as r 1 (because they are equivalent). Nevertheless, this also requires further work to explore other possibilities for coping with this problem and investigate desired properties the notion π ∼ T should hold when it is used with I r .
Tuning s c
In this subsection, we present a strategy for tuning primitive concepts similarity. If an ABox A is presented, then we can induce the canonical interpretation I A from A to calculate primitive concepts similarity for all possible primitive concept pairs. Suppose that I A is constructed and let A, B ∈ CN pri (T ), we establish the following calculation for the function s c . 
Tuning s r
This subsection presents a strategy for tuning primitive roles similarity. Indeed, we attempt in the similar fashion as what we do for s c . That is, we use the canonical interpretation I A to obtain primitive roles similarity. Let r, s ∈ RN pri (T ) and define operators · f and · s for any primitive role r as r f = {x | (x, y) ∈ r I A } and r s = {y | (x, y) ∈ r I A }, respectively, then:
where 0 < λ < 1 and | · | represents the set cardinality. Intuitively, Equation 7 is defined as the weighted sum of the commonality on the first arguments of roles and the commonality on the second arguments of roles. It is recommended to set the weight λ = |r f ∪s f | |r f ∪s f |+|r s ∪s s | , i.e. the proportion of all individuals appearing on the first arguments to all individuals appearing on both arguments. The following example exemplifies the calculation. 
Tuning d
The primary motivation of this aspect is to capture an expression of total expression on a role beyond a corresponding nested concept .
Hence, tuning this aspect may requires skilled domain expertise. For example, SNOMED ontology engineers realize that roleGroup is used to nestedly group existential restrictions; hence, it can unintentionally increase the degree of similarity due to role commonality. Considering this fact, they may set d(roleGroup) = 0. This shows that role discount factor of different role names may be independent. However, the same strategy as I r can be employed to comfort on configuring this aspect, i.e. a propagation for role discount factor via a more general role name.
APPLYING PROPOSED STRATEGIES TO MEASURE ELH CONCEPTS
In this section, we show an applicability of the proposed strategies for tuning preference profile π to be used with the measure sim π for each defined concept name A ∈ CN def (T ), such that A ≡ D, we simply replace A with D wherever it occurs in C and continue to recursively expand D. If A is of the form A D, then we replace A with X D such that X is a fresh concept wherever A occurs in C and recursively expand D. We note that X represents the primitiveness of A, i.e. the unspecified characteristics that differentiate it from D.
For the purpose of self-containment, we include the original definition of homomorphism degree under preference profile hd π and the similarity degree under preference profile sim π here. In order to consider all aspects of preference profile, we have presented a total importance function aŝ i :
and i c is defined on x i r (x) if x ∈ RN and i r is defined on x 1 otherwise (8) A total similarity function is also presented aŝ
1] using primitive concepts similarity and primitive roles similarity.
and s c is defined on (x, y)
and s r is defined on (x, y) 0 otherwise (9) Similarly, a total role discount factor function is presented in the following in term of a functiond : RN → [0, 1] based on role discount factor.
Let us note that the default value of Equation 8 -10 is set according to the default preference profile π 0 (Definition 2.2). Let C ∈ Con(ELH ) be a fully expanded concept to the form:
, r j ∈ RN, C j ∈ Con(ELH ) in the same format, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The set P 1 , . . . , P m and the set ∃r 1 .C 1 , . . . , ∃r n .C n are denoted by P C and E C , respectively. An ELH concept description can be structurally transformed into the corresponding ELH description tree. The root v 0 of the ELH description tree T C has {P 1 , . . . , P m } as its label and has n outgoing edges, each labeled with r j to a vertex v j for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Then, a subtree with the root v j is defined recursively relative to the concept C j . Let π = i c , i r , s c , s r , d be a preference profile. The homomorphism degree under preference profile π can be formally defined as follows: Definition 4.1 ( ) . Let T ELH be a set of all ELH description trees and T C , T D ∈ T ELH corresponds to two ELH concept names C and D, respectively. The homomorphism degree under preference profile π is a function hd
where
p-hd
e-set-hd
with ε j existential restriction; and
where calculates the degree of similarity between matching edges. Finally, Equation 18 calculates the proportion of best similarity between role names. Let C and D be fully expanded ELH concept names, T C and T D be the corresponding description trees, and π = i c , i r , s c , s r , d be a preference profile.
The following definition formally describes the ELH similarity degree under preference profile π.
Definition 4.2 ( (Racharak et al., 2016b) ) . The ELH similarity degree under preference profile π between C and D (denoted by sim π (C, D) ) is defined as follows:
Intuitively, the degree of similarity under preference profile of two concepts is the average of the degree of having homomorphisms under preference profile in both directions. We note that sim π (C, D) = 1 indicates that C and D are total similarity under a particular π and sim π (C, D) = 0 indicates total dissimilarity between C and D under a particular π.
A Simple Methodology
Now, we are ready to discuss a simple methodology for reconciling the previously proposed strategies with the measure sim π (Definition 4.2). Section 3 shows that each aspect of preference profile may need different strategies for tuning. For example, i c may be tuned via a defined concept name using a propagation for primitive concept importance I c whereas i r may be tuned via a more general role name using a propagation for role importance I r . Also, both s c and s r may employ the canonical interpretation I A to initialize values. In the following, we explain procedural steps that the readers may follow to tune preference profile for their use. These steps also hint a system flow of similarity-based under the agent's profile applications, such as the best matching concept under the agent's profile application.
1. An agent may start with tuning each aspect of preference profile individually; 2. To help tuning i c , a system may present the concept hierarchy w.r.t. an ontology. Then, an agent indirectly specify primitive concept names via a defined concept name depicted on the hierarchy with the notion I c (cf. Definition 3.1 and Definition 3.2). Some patterns of an agent's utterance may be associated with certain operators, e.g.
(a) We may associate A especially B with ⊕ first , where depth(A) < depth(B) and depth(X) is the depth of X on the concept hierarchy; 5. An agent may refine the agent's preference profile if that agent wishes.
We exemplify the methodology in its applicable use cases, such as trip planning (Example 4.1). Furthermore, R canWalk = {t, cMWL} 6 and R canSail = {t, cTWS} where t and u are also fresh primitive role names.
Let an ABox A be defined as follows:
To query for a desired place, an agent needs to express his preferences. Suppose the agent says My interest is a place where I can travel with by feet, especially walking, i.e. i c (Place) = 1.5, I r (canMoveWithLegs) = 1.5, and I r (canWalk) = 1.8. Also, it yields i r (canMoveWithLegs) = 1.5 and i r (canWalk) = 1.5 ⊕ last 1.8 = 1.8.
Constructing the canonical interpretation from A, we obtain ∆ I A = {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , t 1 , k 1 }, s c (Trekking, Kayaking) = 0, and s r (canMoveWithLegs, canTravelWithSails) = 0. Let ActivePlace, Mangrove, Place, Trekking, Kayaking, canWalk, and canSail are rewritten shortly as AP, M, P, T, K, cW, and cS, respectively. Using Definition 4.1, hd 
RELATIONSHIP TO LEARNING-BASED APPROACH
Our proposed development uses the canonical interpretation I A to compute numerical values for mappings on s c (cf. Subsection 3.3) and s r (cf. Subsection 3.4). Its drawback is that an existence of the canonical interpretation I A is required. This section rather discusses an alternative approach to obtain values for mappings on s c and s r . In addition to our proposed logic-based approach, another natural way to configure both s c and s r is to employ existing machine learning techniques on a large corpus. For example, one may use Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) with a large corpus of text to produce a vector space. Each word in the corpus will be assigned by a corresponding vector in the space. Word vectors are positioned in the vector space such that words sharing common features in the corpus are located in close proximity to one another in the space. This characterization can later be converted into elements of the mapping s c and s r . Reconciling an ontology with machine learning techniques to improve an application of π ∼ T is interesting but is outside the scope of this paper. We leave this as a future task.
RELATED WORK
While there has been substantial work on concept similarity measures in the context of DLs, the topic of concept similarity measure under an agent's preferences remains relatively unaddressed. Notable exceptions include (Tongphu and Suntisrivaraporn, 2015; Lehmann and Turhan, 2012) ; however, measures presented in these papers may not include preferential aspects evidently in the formal definition. We discuss the differences of ours to others in the following.
As similarity may be subjective, the techniques involved in concept similarity measure can be classified into two main classes: ones which address the problem under an agent's preferences, e.g. sim This work is an extension of the original sim π ) in which we investigate and formalize the task of configuring the preference functions based on the information defined in a TBox and an ABox (cf. Section 3). We also show that the proposed strategies can be reconciled with the original development, i.e. sim π (cf. Section 4).
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
As realistic ontologies are generally complex -consisting in plenty of concept names and role names, having some strategies to tune a measure helps ontology engineers, researchers, and application users to use a measure for similarity-based under the agent's profile applications. That is, instead of specifying each aspect of preference profile individually and manually, an agent may automatically assign an importance of each primitive concept name through a defined concept name with I c . Similarly, an agent may automatically assign an importance of each role name through a more general role name with I r . However, these notions have some restrictions and we discuss these in Subsection 3.1 and Subsection 3.2, respectively. If an ABox is presented, the canonical interpretation can be induced and be used to further compute s c and s r for each primitive concept pair and primitive role pair (cf. Subsection 3.3 and Subsection 3.4). In any cases, these strategies are recommended to use for the initial preference tuning and these values may be refined wherever the agent wishes. We also present a simple guideline to implement similarity-based under the agent's profile applications (cf. Subsection 4.1). As exhibited by the guideline, a system may depict the concept hierarchy and the role hierarchy w.r.t. an ontology to let an agent fine tune via I c and I r , respectively. Figure 3 shows a mock-up of the best-matching concept under the agent's profile application. In this mock-up, we permit an agent to identify his preferences through the notion I c by highlighting concept names occurring on the hierarchy. We note that this mock-up does not show all the strategies we have discussed in this work. Also, it uses ⊕ max to handle conflicting values on i c .
Currently, we are under an implementation of the best-matching application under the agent's profile using our extended measure sim π . There are several possible directions for the theoretical future research. Firstly, our current strategies cannot be used to express complex preferences, such as multi-dimensional preferences. Hence, it appears to be a natural step to develop a high-level language for the specification of an agent's preferences in the context of similaritybased problems. Secondly, we are interested to extend the notion of preference profile to support a more expressive DL family, e.g. universal restriction, concept negation, and also, to support an ABox. Thirdly, we intend to devise a concept similarity measure under preference profile which can handle more expressive DLs. Finally, we intend to employ our developed notion of concept similarity measure under preference profile toward a system of analogical reasoning. As we have developed an argument-based logic programming for analogical reasoning in (Racharak et al., 2016c) , it would be interesting to connect these two research studies.
